APT US& C 56th Annual Conference
green valley ranch resort
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Opening Keynote Matt Havens - Make Your Business Human: The Four Truths
That Drive Personal, Professional, and Organizational Success
When it comes to workplace success, conventional wisdom usually focuses on what
separates us: Millennials vs. Boomers. Management vs. Employees. Us vs. Them. Matt’s goal
is to help us focus on our similarities instead of our differences so we can all Put People First.
Matt’s presentation will provide the following takeaways and more:
• Understand the Four Human Truths and how they impact our behavior as humans-first,
but also as employees and customers.
• How to implement a people-first approach to leadership that will drive engagement and
resolve the seemingly endless “work/life balance” debate.
• How to create an environment where people can be their best version of themselves.
• How to create a place where fear and failure are not only acceptable, but celebrated as
opportunities for true growth.
• How to balance short-term needs against long-term goals in a way that reduces personal
stress and improves strategic decision-making.
• How we take ownership of our choices – and our reactions.

Closing Keynote Workshop Kelly Richmond Pope - Fraud and Film Screening
This year’s Wednesday Workshop will focus on fraud and the people who work to stop it. We’ll
start with a presentation on “How Whistleblowers Shape History” by our closing keynote
speaker Kelly Richmond Pope, followed by a screening of Kelly’s movie “All the Queen’s Horses”
and finishing with a question and answer period on fraud and whistleblowing with Kelly.
Kelly is an Associate Professor at DePaul University where she teaches forensic, managerial,
and financial accounting as well as ethical leadership. She remains heavily involved in fraud
and white-collar crime research. Her love of film and interest in merging accounting with
filmmaking led her to create the popular “All the Queen’s
Horses” documentary film.
In 2012, Rita Crundwell was arrested as the largest municipal
fraud perpetrator in the nation's history, embezzling upwards of
$50 million as the comptroller and treasurer of Dixon, Illinois.
The movie illuminates this case and the negligence of auditors
and bankers the public relied on to keep their tax dollars safe.
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Conference Training Topics
Cyber Crime Threats
ARPA Funds
Financial Wellness
Active Shooter Training
Counterfeit Updates
The Impact of Crypto Currency
on Municipalities
Economic Update
Debt Management
Effective Office Management
APT Exchange Peer Learning
*Schedule and topics subject to change
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